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The aim of this paper is to focus on the impact that new automatic architecture design systems may 
have on the buildings’ refurbishment dynamic in the city. We argue that this impact consists of increases 
in the architectural quality of housing and in the social and ecological sustainable renewal of cities.  

European cities are faced with stocks of housing from the past centuries that do not respond to 
contemporary ways of living. For the required modernisation of these stocks three general options are 
available: inhabitants making small improvements to their housing, large-scale centralised 
refurbishment, and new construction after demolishment. These options all have their disadvantages. 
Improvements by owners may lack architectural quality, say it may undermine structural integrity of 
buildings when whole walls are demolished. Centralised modernisation imposes a homogeneity on the 
refurbished buildings that may disrupt the social fabric in neighbourhoods by chasing away the original 
inhabitants. Modernisation by demolishing is increasingly recognised in architecture as ecological 
unsustainable by its use of energy and other resources.  

We argue that new automatic design systems that are currently developed in architecture (e.g., 
refurbishment design systems based on shape grammars) provide ways to modernise cities without 
these disadvantages. The refurbishment designs that such systems make available to inhabitants contain 
architectural knowledge that guarantees architectural quality. These systems also provide 
refurbishment designs that are tailor-made to the individual wishes of inhabitants, enabling that 
inhabitants can stay in their neighbourhoods after refurbishment. With automatic design systems 
inhabitants are empowered to, so to say, order cheap and high quality housing designs over the 
(internet) counter, renew their individual houses and thus renovate collectively large parts of cities in a 
socially and ecological sustainable way.  

On the down side continuous refurbishment of neighbourhoods may lead to an unwanted impediment 
of urban growth of large parts of cities. 
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